
Researchers predict ‘mega-drought’
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A cyclist rides along Santa Rosa Creek Trail on Friday. A proposed state law would require that all cyclists wear helmets.

CyClists DiviDeD
Helmet law proposed by state senator who lost nephew in accident 
spurs debate over whether safety concerns trump personal freedom

Islamic 
State 

expands 
in region

WASHINGTON — The Islam-
ic State is expanding beyond 
its base in Syria and Iraq to es-
tablish militant affiliates in Af-
ghanistan, Algeria, Egypt and 
Libya, U.S. intelligence officials 
assert, raising the prospect of  a 
new global war on terror.

Intelligence officials estimate 
that the group’s fighters num-
ber 20,000 to 31,500 in Syria 
and Iraq. There 
are less formal 
pledges of  sup-
port from “prob-
ably at least a 
couple hundred 
extremists” in 
countries such as Jordan, Leba-
non, Saudi Arabia, Tunisia and 
Yemen, according to a U.S. coun-
terterrorism official who spoke 
on the condition of  anonymity 
to discuss confidential informa-
tion about the group.

Lt. Gen. Vincent Stewart, the 
director of  the Defense Intelli-
gence Agency, said in an assess-
ment this month that the Islam-
ic State, also known as ISIL, was 
“beginning to assemble a grow-
ing international footprint.” 
Nicholas Rasmussen, the direc-
tor of  the National Counterter-
rorism Center, echoed Stewart’s 
analysis in testimony before 
Congress last week.

But it is unclear how effective 
these affiliates are, or to what 
extent this is an opportunistic 
rebranding by some jihadist up-
starts hoping to draft new mem-
bers by playing off the notoriety 
of  the Islamic State.

Critics fear such assessments 
will once again enmesh the 

A California state senator whose 
nephew was killed by a drunk-
en driver in 2004 while he was 

cycling in Santa Rosa has introduced 
legislation that would require cyclists 
of  all ages to wear helmets, as well as 
reflective gear while riding at night.

The proposed law, which would 
make California the first state in the 
nation to impose such restrictions, 
is generating mixed feedback from 
cyclists and bike shop managers on 
the North Coast.

“It’s a no-brainer to wear a helmet, 
especially around here with so many 
cars,” said Monica Franey, of  Santa 
Rosa, who stopped at the Dry Creek 

General Store last week while riding 
with a group of  friends.

But on Highway 128 in Knights 
Valley, cyclist Larry Tomasson 
expressed opposition to the proposed 
helmet law.

“There’s too many laws infringing 
on individual freedom. This would 
be one of  them,” said the Santa Rosa 
man, who, in addition to a helmet, 
wore a fluorescent yellow jacket for 
safety purposes.

Just as with the debate over seat 
belts, Senate Bill 192 ascribes to the 
notion that society must sometimes 
protect people from their own unwise 
choices, even if  it comes at the ex-
pense of  personal freedom.  Although 
in the case of  bicycle helmets, there is 
debate over the degree to which man-

dating their use makes cycling safer.
Liu did not respond last week 

and over the weekend to numerous 
requests for an interview. In a news 
release announcing her bill, she cited 
a National Conference of  State Legis-
latures report stating that 91 percent 
of  bicyclists killed in 2009 reportedly 
were not wearing helmets.

The Southern California lawmak-
er’s nephew, Alan Liu, was killed on 
Easter Sunday in 2004 after a motor-
ist with a blood-alcohol level almost 
four times the legal limit swerved 
onto the shoulder of  Highway 12 near 
Oakmont and struck the 31-year-old 
Mountain View man, who was cycling 
at the time. He was wearing a helmet. 
Liu’s girlfriend, Jill Mason, suffered a 

TURN TO DROUGHT, PAGE A9

Global warming will bring the risk 
of  a decades-long mega-drought in the 
American Southwest and Great Plains 
during the second half  of  the century, 
researchers say.

The forecast, published online in the 
new journal Science Advances, con-
trasts sharply with other recent assess-
ments that report more uncertainty 

about future droughts, according to 
study authors.

The researchers used historic tree 
ring data and three drought measures 
to conclude that there was at least an 
80 percent chance of  a 35-year-long 
drought occurring by the end of  this 
century.

“Imagine a naturally occurring 
drought, such as the one occurring 
in California ... imagine that going 
on for decades ... that’s kind of  a me-
ga-drought,” said lead study author 
Benjamin Cook, a climatologist at NASA 
Goddard Institute for Space Studies.

Cook and his coauthors — Toby Ault, 
a geoscientist at Cornell University, and 
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Texas State Park police 
officer Thomas Bigham 
walks across a lake bed 
in San Angelo, Texas.

WHAT EXPERTS SAY

Global warming will bring 
“a remarkably drier future” 
that will be a “challenge to 
adaptation,” researchers 
wrote, with an 80 percent 
chance of a decades-long 
mega-drought in the 
Southwest and Great Plains. 
Cutting emissions would 
reduce the risk.
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Warming likely to bring 
35-year-long drought by end 

of century, forecast says
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U.S. intelligence officials 
voice concern over ‘growing 

international footprint’
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BYPASS BEING REBUILT: 
Reconstruction underway 
after Highway 101 bridge 
collapse near Willits / B1
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FAA proposes rules for era of drones

WASHINGTON — Drone on, the gov-
ernment says.

Just not through the night sky. Or close 
to an airport. Or out of  the operator’s 
sight. And probably not winging its way 
with a pizza or package, any time soon.

Long-anticipated rules proposed Sun-
day will open an era in which small (un-
der 55 pounds) commercial unmanned 

aircraft perform routine tasks — crop 
monitoring, aerial photography, inspec-
tions of  bridges and cell towers and much 
more. But not right away. Final rules are 
probably two to three years away.

And when they are in place, they may 
include a separate category with fewer 
restrictions for very small drones, likely 
to be defined as less than 4.4 pounds.

The Federal Aviation Administration 
released a variety of  proposed require-
ments for commercial operators to meet, 
such as passing a knowledge test admin-
istered by the agency as well as a federal 
security check. The small drones could 
travel as fast as 100 mph, at altitudes of  
500 feet or lower. Flights over crowds 
would be prohibited.

GREGORY BULL / Associated Press, 2014

A San Diego Gas & Electric worker Teena Deering 
prepares to launch a drone near Boulevard.
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Final safety restrictions 
on small unmanned aircraft 

likely 2 or 3 years away
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